2011 PLANNING
COMPLETE WATER SYSTEM UPGRADE
- Water main upgrades – 2” Main between 6th and 7th street to be replaced. Leonard is working
with Jerry and they hope to have this completed by the end of November.
- Road repairs – to be completed after the water main is replaced. Spring of 2011. Leonard will
find out if a paving crew will be in the area in 2011 to repair various streets in the Village
SLOCAN LAKE ARENA SOCIETY
- The Village’s commitment to the Curling Rink upgrade is complete, however they will
continue to work with the Arena Society to get the rink operational
SLOCAN LAKE GALLERY SOCIETY
- The Village has addressed the immediate safety and structural concerns. Leonard has spoken
to a structural engineer who will give us a quote on a complete structural assessment as well as
prepare plans for the fire escape stairs.
- The Village will continue to support the Gallery Society in obtaining funding
NORRIS FAMILY RECOGNITION
- Public works will build a new bench over the winter which will be placed in the playground in
the spring with a plaque, recognizing the Norris family’s contribution to the playground.
MEMORIAL HALL
- Council will continue to work with the Memorial Hall manager in increasing hall rentals,
especially over the winter months.
- Designated Handicap parking will be created at the front entrance to the hall
CAMPGROUND AND BEACHES
- Sani Dump to be completed for 2011 season
- The Village is still trying to get quotes on installing power to the Creekside sites
- Rebuild and anchor the dock at the boat launch
- Properly anchor the swimming raft at Cooper’s beach
MUNICIPAL OFFICE
- Continue to look for funding to add a public washroom at the municipal office
- Provide Handicap access to the municipal office
BYLAWS
-

Review zoning and building bylaws to conform with the OCP
Establish individual equipment, building and water reserves
Mail in ballot bylaw for 2011 election
Establish a committee to review the Council Remuneration bylaw
Burning bylaw

MISCELLANEOUS
- Fence around the front and south side of the recycle bin and plant trees and shrubs
- Plan for park and garden maintenance in 2011 budget
- Continue to work with the Community Club on July 1st celebrations
- Establish the process for disbursing CBT Community Initiatives Funding
- Work with the Strata to improve the appearance at the north entrance to town
- Support the New Denver-Silverton Trail Society
- Update Emergency plan

